Hierarchical Contextual Refinement Networks for Human Pose Estimation.
Predicting human pose in the wild is a challenging problem due to high flexibility of joints and possible occlusion. Existing approaches generally tackle the difficulties either by holistic prediction or multi-stage processing, which suffer from poor performance for locating challenging joints or high computational cost. In this paper, we propose a new Hierarchical Contextual Refinement Network (HCRN) to robustly predict human poses in an efficient manner, where human body joints of different complexities are processed at different layers in a context hierarchy. Different from existing approaches, our proposed model predicts positions of joints from easy to difficult in a single stage through effectively exploiting informative contexts provided in the previous layer. Such approach offers two appealing advantages over state-of-the-arts: (1) more accurate than predicting all the joints together and (2) more efficient than multi-stage processing methods. We design a Contextual Refinement Unit (CRU) to implement the proposed model, which enables auto-diffusion of joint detection results to effectively transfer informative context from easy joints to difficult ones. In this way, difficult joints can be reliably detected even in presence of occlusion or severe distracting factors. Multiple CRUs are organized into a tree-structured hierarchy which is end-to-end trainable and does not require processing joints for multiple iterations. Comprehensive experiments evaluate the efficacy and efficiency of the proposed HCRN model to improve well-established baselines and achieve new state-of-the-art on multiple human pose estimation benchmarks.